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shake from my head the bills needed to be paid.
But the morning continued on-schedule, which
always pleases this type-A personality! That is,
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It just stopped working! I looked toMarthita)
wards heaven and walked downstairs. With no
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other options, we continued the day and went
up to the basement of the main house where we
hold school. While there, Pati yelled from the
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house that Victor was on the phone. Oops! I
was supposed to call him to let him know the
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balances on our accounts so that he could withdraw some cash that morning, but had forgotCoast (EMMC)
ten to make the phone call. I answered and he
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gently informed me that he had just taken out
Living Martyr (EMMC)
$4000 pesos instead of $400 pesos—(he had
punched one too many “0’s”-overdrawing our
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The morning began like most other mornings: account by over $300 U.S. dollars! Can you
7:00 a.m. wake up the kids for school and try to say—icing on the cake? The straw that broke
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the camels bake? As we say in Spanish—the
get them all dressed, beds made and rooms
(Angie’s birthday, Lawyer
drop that made the cup run over? My heart
swept by 8:00 a.m. for breakfast. Desiring to
proceedings, Work Team
began to silently cry out to the Lord for mercy
be a woman of faith, I was slightly irritated at
arrives)
as tears streamed down my cheeks and I ashamthe heaviness of spirit that I felt as I couldn’t
edly called the Fishers of Men treasurer in
Toledo, Ohio to inform her of our ineptness.
The Lord has been so gracious in providing a
treasurer that is my grandmother’s age and loves
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me like a granddaughter. After explaining the
Monterey, Nuevo Leon July 20-27, 2008
situation she said: “Something really funny just
Please pray for wisdom as we make decisions and final plans for this crusade; that
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I shared with you last month my recent conversations with the Lord regarding our finances.
Throughout the ten years that Victor and I
have been married, the Lord has worked in
dramatic ways on numerous occasions—
providing $5000 to pay our taxes that were due
the next day; sending $500, the exact amount
needed for Victor to get the team home from
an Evangelistic Medical Mission Crusade from
the state of Chiapas; moving a local church to
begin supporting our ministry in Logansport,
Indiana just as we were eating our last plate of
food from the refrigerator; and many other
instances. This time, the Lord has lowered His
hand from the heavens and is carrying us day to
day. This past month He has specialized in
what we might call “working in little ways”.
However, we should not be deceived. I believe
that at times, these “little” workings require
much more time, effort and coordinating on
God’s part than moving one person to give
$10,000 and take care of our financial woes!
Certainly, these “little” movings provide reminders several times throughout the day that
God is still alive, working, active and with me!
Here is the story of Friday, May 16th. Judge
for yourselves the mightiness of God revealed
in the “smallness” of His movements.

the vehicles will be in tip-top shape; for the volunteers that the Lord knows we will
need.

(Continued on page 2)
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Fishers of Men Advisory Board Notes
As I write this article, the
Fishers of Men Advisory
Board is in session in
Toledo, Ohio; the members
of the work team from Shiloh Christian Church are on
three different flights originating from Indiana, Arizona and North Carolina on
their way to Refuge Ranch
for a week of labor of love;
and we are here at Refuge
Ranch—doing Saturday
chores and writing to you!
How exciting to see how the
Lord has expanded Fishers
of Men from dreams He
planted in Victor and me

CAUTION:

years ago, to a ministry that
spans the North American
continent, involving hundreds of people that pray,
give, organize, serve on the
Advisory Board, volunteer
at Refuge Ranch, participate
on Evangelistic Medical
Mission Crusades and more!
Today the Advisory Board
is reviewing the paperwork
drawn up by a lawyer, who
is volunteering his services,
in order to register Fishers
of Men as a 501(c)3, a NonProfit organization, in the
United States. Please con-

God at Work

tinue to pray for wisdom
as the Advisory Board makes
decisions regarding the organization and administration
of Fishers of Men in order to
help assure that Fishers of
Men can continue on long
after Victor and my deaths
and always be an organization
that honors the Lord in the
way we handle finances and
make decisions.
YOU are invited to be a part
of the Advisory Board! It’s a
great way to be involved in
Fishers of Men stateside!

If you would like to
know more about
participating on the
Advisory Board,
please contact Diann
Claassen at:
(734) 206-2392
Or email:
ddclaassen@hotmail.
com
You are all welcome
to attend!

Continued from page 1

happened. The church secretary just called to let me know that a $450 check had been dropped off at church earlier this
morning by a member who is heading out of town on vacation and had read your newsletter regarding your financial need.
I’ll go pick it up right away and get it deposited.” I hung up the phone and, with tears of joy streaming down my cheeks,
went back to school. Had I fully understood, at that point in time, all that was happening that morning I would have fallen to
my knees in worship, rather than just crying for joy.
Here’s “the rest of the story.” The bank had just informed us several days earlier that all transactions were now handled
chronologically, so, if we overdraw the account at 11:00 a.m. and make a deposit at 2:00 p.m., we would still get charged for
an overdraw. Therefore, I knew that we would have to pay an overdraft fee for Victor’s withdraw that morning. When I
checked our account the next day, despite the fact that the withdraw was listed BEFORE the deposit, we were NEVER
charged an overdraft fee!
We had planned on going grocery shopping the following day, Saturday, in order to get our week’s groceries before Victor left
for the crusade to Guerrero and wouldn’t be able to help me with the shopping. However, before Victor overdrew the account, we didn’t have enough money to go grocery shopping. With the extra cash that he had accidentally taken out, which
was now covered by the recent donation, we were able to go grocery shopping! (Not that it was God’s will that Victor overdraw the account, nor do we desire that this be a habit, but it is proof that ALL things work together for good for those who
love Him!)
Finally, the person that dropped off that donation had to have written that check out at almost the exact moment that Victor
was pressing the buttons on the ATM machine and overdrawing the account. When I get to heaven, I want a replay of that
day, in slow motion, with the heavenly stopwatch in plain sight—perfect proof that God KNEW Victor was going to overdraw the account before He ever did. AND, He didn’t just know it, He provided for the mistake before it was even committed!
You can decide for yourself, but these “little” things shouted out to me, loud and clear: “Julie, I am here and I am working on
your behalf.” Praise be to the Almighty God who pays such special attention to His lowly servants!

* * * * Coming Soon to an Email Near You! * * * *
We are excited about a new form of communication that we hope to start with you coming this July! A monthly
prayer calendar! You will receive the prayer calendar at the end of each month via email. The prayer calendar
will have a specific request for each day of the month so that you can more accurately pray for the needs of Fishers of Men.
Thank you for truly being partners in this ministry!
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Refuge Ranch
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Work Team gives Project: Going UP a Beauty Lift!
Small but mighty! This is a very
accurate description of the work
team that spent last week at Refuge
Ranch. The team from Mayfair
Plymouth Church in Toledo, Ohio
consisted of only four members, but they did the work of 14!
Several mornings we were barely getting out
of our pajamas when they were well under
way at their respective jobs. Ron will not
want to see tile nor grout for months, but he
finished tiling and grouting both the boys’
and girls’ bathrooms in just five days! Together, he and Bob installed the bathroom
accessories in the girls’ bathroom, which is
fully functioning. Jill spent from
sunup to sundown sewing curtains
for 10 very large windows! Bob laid
laminate flooring
in all five of the
children’s bedrooms! Grandma (Diann) spent her time
teaching piano, loving on the kids, and
entertaining the smallest children while the
rest of us were in school.
While we are so thankful for the physical
changes accomplished during the week, some of the greatest
transformation happens in the lives of
our children and the members of each
work team as they interact and grow to
love each other. We all laughed as our
little Ana would run up to Bob and tap
him on his sweatpants pocket. She
learned very quickly that he ALWAYS had a box of Tic Tacs
in that pocket and that all she had to do was tap on that
pocket and Bob would gladly oblige with a Tic Tac and a
smile. Ana must have eaten her weight in Tic Tacs! Marthita
immediately took to Jill and seemed to adopt her as a new
“Aunt”. Goodbyes were tough! Ron’s steady, patient, determined spirit served as testimony to the kids of his love for
them expressed through his
Praise the Lord
determination to get those
for providing for bathrooms in working order,
our new
despite sore shoulders, wrists,
pasteurizer!
arms and knees. (We hope

your piano playing hands can tickle those keys again this
Sunday, Ron!) All the kids loved practicing piano with
Grandma—inventing silly songs, letting Grandma play the
left hand part ☺ and laughing together.
It was so wonderful to walk into each of the children’s
rooms this past week—real floors, beautiful curtains, a bed
for each child, with two empty beds waiting for Martha and
Marthita’s little sisters, each child’s personal belongings—
books, clothing, toys—neatly put away in their closets and
on shelves. Now our house doesn’t only feel like a home, it
looks like a home! Thank you, thank you, thank you!
The Lord has specifically called us to love abandoned children with His love so that their lives can be fully restored.
A key part of that process is making each child a part of our
family, not just another child at an orphanage. This includes
giving each child their own space, a bedroom, where they
can express themselves and be themselves, rather than institutional dorms. Thank you for supporting us in this vision!
Through the Lord’s power and your generosity, lives are being transformed! (Check out page 4!) We trust that Your
lives are also being transformed by God’s handiwork day in
and day out!
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The past few weeks have been a BLAST FROM THE PAST around our home! Four of our children have
had contact with their biological families, a VERY rare occurrence. Needless to say, this has caused a whirlwind
of emotions—from fear to excitement to bitterness to joy to sadness to anger. Join us on the journey!

Martha
A few weeks ago, as we ate
breakfast, we received a phone
call we had been hoping for for
a long time! It was the pastor
from Martha’s hometown in
Oaxaca saying that he would
be coming to Refuge Ranch
the following week with Martha’s biological father and her
little sister, Mariana, with the
intention of Mariana staying
here to form part of our family. Wow, did we all get excited! Martha immediately
went upstairs and arranged
some used clothing in the
closet that we have reserved
for her little sister. Well, the

day before they were to come
the pastor called back and said
that Martha’s father was having
second thoughts. On the big
morning we called the pastor
and received the bad news that
Martha’s father and sister
would not be coming. Martha’s father actually HAD
showed up to travel here with
the pastor, but WITHOUT
Martha’s little sister. The pastor made it very clear that there
would be no travel without the
little sister going along because
the whole idea was that Martha
would get to see her sister and,
hopefully, Mariana would be

able to stay with us. Martha
did not really react that first
day, but several days later her
anger, frustration and disappointment came pouring out
during school. The level of
feelings Martha is dealing with
is hard to properly express.
Her faith is being tested, as she
has been praying for her sister
to come for the last four years
and it seemed so close to becoming reality when her hope
was yanked out from under
her. She even expressed wanting to go to hell to be able to
be with her biological mother.
All of these feelings are under-

standable and appropriate for all
that she has suffered. Please
pray that we would have the

interest in spending time with
the girls in honor of Angie’s
15th birthday. It was arranged
that the girls would go out to
breakfast on Angie’s birthday
with their mother and then
Angie would spend the day
with her. They both left the
house that morning crying! Of
course, their mother arrived
late and Diana didn’t even end

up eating with her. Angie
spent the day with her, going
back to their old neighborhood
and buying some clothes.
Both girls were both extremely
relieved when the day was
done! When the girls first
came to our family, the were
unable to recognize their
mother for who she really was.
They were unwilling to accept

their reality. Now they have
come to recognize reality, but
the problem is, reality hurts!
Please pray that they can eventually forgive their mother and,
in that manner, have their own
hearts restored from bitterness.

nounced the man’s name and
Marthita cried out: “That’s
my uncle!” We all died laughing about the utter confusion
caused by having two
“Martha’s” under one roof!
Since that time we have been
in contact with Marthita’s uncle. At one time, he had
guardianship of Marthita and

her little sister, Maria. He is
willing to get Maria from the
relatives that she is currently
living with, meet up with us,
and sign guardianship papers
for both girls! Please pray that
this actually happens! Please
also continue to pray for
Marthita’s restoration and for a
joyful spirit!

wisdom, grace and love to help
Martha handle this situation and
that Mariana would come soon
to be a part of our family.

Angie and Diana
Angie and Diana have always
had a strained relationship with
their biological mother, who
abandoned them at the ages of
4 and 5. The week before Angie’s 15th birthday, their
mother called. Neither girl
wanted to talk to her because
conversations with her usually
consist of swear words and
reprimands. She expressed

Marthita
In the throes of our expectation of Martha’s little sister
arriving, we received an unexpected call from a male caller
asking to speak with Martha.
So, we handed the phone to
Martha, who quickly handed
the phone to Victor, after not
recognizing the man on the
other end. Victor then pro-

Team News day out I am
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We are so thankful for the team here at Refuge Ranch! The
ministry truly could not happen were it not for each and
every person. It is especially exciting to see how God equips,
gifts and empassions each person for a specific task that, together, build up His kingdom and restore lives! Brother Cirino nearly jumps
Brother Cirino for joy when he
Jasmine
gets to start the
Bernabe
cement mixer!
Berenice
It is not unusual
to hear him sing, in Spanish, “This is the way we worship the
Lord!” as he flings a spatula of cement at the latest construction project. Pati’s voice takes on a tone of excitement and
anticipation as she sits down with me each week to make the
menu or shares some new recipe that she has found! It is
incredible to see the joy reflected in Ashleigh’s face at the
opportunity to serve us in such simple, yet profound and necessary ways, as sorting socks, making
me a cup of tea and changing diapers!
(Quick side note– I
just want to share
Pati and Jocelin
what a personal
blessing Ashleigh is for my life! As she blesses me day in and
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better able to bless Victor, the children and the ministry.
Thank you, Lord; thank you, Ashleigh; and thank YOU
because your giving makes it possible
Victor for her to be here!) Victor’s passion
& Julie to share the Good News of Jesus
Christ with others is what keeps him
going on Evangelistic Medical Mission Crusades - despite car troubles, bad weather, not
always having sufficient funds available and
sore knees after hours of driving. I get to do what I was
created to do from my mother’s womb—love on kids 24/7;
communicate with you through the written word and pictures; and help keep Fishers of Men running smoothly—
from grocery lists to finances to coordinating groups.
God has gifted you, equipped you and given you passions
that He wants to use to radically change this
world! It can be the world down your street,
around the corner or across the globe! Don’t
hold back - go for it! Be assured—
the Creator of the Universe goes
Ashleigh
with you!

Ashleigh’s Annotations
Angie’s 15th birthday was this
month and one gift she received was a
camera which she has been desiring for
quite some time. She has been shooting
pictures almost non-stop since then. I
should have known the outcome of being the subject of her photography
experiments...the pictures would end
up in the newsletter which is sent to
hundreds of people. I have now
learned my lesson. :) I guess that is
just part of life down here and investing in the lives of the kids. You don’t
always like the outcome on your end
but that is what sacrifice is.

available. This may seem trivial at first
glance but in reality it is a leap of trust
on Ruth’s part. The kids are really getting comfortable with me and I love it!
I thought that I would share
with all of you some of my titles here in

•

Cup collector

•

Sounding board

•

Hug distributor

•

Light handy“woman”

•

Interactive childcare
•

Art teacher

•

Owner of the “odd job’s” pile

•

Virtual English practice

•

Test grader

•

Math drill administrator

•

Active member of the
Julie/Ashleigh think tank

So much has happened this
Ashleigh taking care of the littlest ones...or are they • Chauffeur
last month that are answers to you
taking care of Ashleigh?
•
Supplementary cook
prayers and proof of God blessing
my time here in Mexico! Most of these Mexico. (Just a warning, some of these
I so thoroughly enjoy being
are the little “normal” things that are
are self appointed and others were asdown here and being able to watch God
hard to share because of their everyday signed).
work first hand. Thank you for your
nature. An example of this would be
prayers and encouragement to Julie and
•
English teacher
that I have now put Ruth down for a
Myself and the ministry of Fisher’s of
•
Swimming instructor
nap twice this month and both times
Men!
were when Julie was home but just not • Gopher (Go-for)
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Evangelistic Medical Mission Crusades
Jesus Visits the Pacific Coast
Jesus visited the Pacific Coast of the
state of Guerrero this past May. He
went to the small archeological village
of La Chole, the site of ancient archeological indigenous sites. He also visited
the small fishing village of Palos Blancos, where he was able visit and encourage one of
his dearest servants, Pastor
Lupe. (You
can meet Pastor Lupe in the
article at the
bottom of this page!) In order to
meet the needs of those who suffer
most, Jesus asked his doctors and
dentists to work outdoors, under the
palm trees formed by His own
hands. He gave them patience to
endure the heat of the day as very few
patients arrived, and then gave His vol-

unteers renewed
strength and vigor as
the late afternoon
hours turned into
evenings full of
needy, sick individuals. His doctors administered healing in
His name; the pharmacy distributed life
healing medication; the
evangelism volunteers
shared
soul
transforming Hope
from Jesus’ own love
letter—the Holy
Bible; the
clowns spread
laughter of
hope to the

faces and
hearts of the
children; while
the dentists
restored
mouths that
can now smile and tell of the new
hope their owners found in Jesus
Christ! Jesus watched with great satisfaction as two of his daughters ministered during the crusade and reconfirmed His call on their lives to attend
seminary this fall near those same villages, after hearing His voice call them
to ministry through their volunteer
work on EMMC’s. Jesus visisted the
Pacific Coast of the state of Guerrero
this past May—your prayers kept the
team He took with Him safe, while
your giving provided the gas and
medicine. Jesus asked me to tell you
“thank you” for serving WITH Jesus!

Meet Pastor Lupe: a Living Martyr
Pastor Lupe, one of Jesus’ precious
lambs, serves as Shepherd of a small
flock at the
Eternal Rock
Baptist
Church in
Palos Blancos, Guerrero. A typical day in Pastor Lupe’s life readily illustrates that sometimes living for Jesus
can be more difficult than dying for Jesus. The day starts early as Pastor Lupe
heads into the
tropical heat

on his bicycle to
work all day as a
mason in order to
provide for his wife
and 6 children.
(Due to the fact
that his congregation is small, consists
of primarily new believers, and is located
in a poverty-stricken area of the country,
Pastor Lupe has
voluntarily
given up his
pastoral salary.
He was receiving $30 dollars a
month!) Evenings
find
him
serving
up tacos in
Pastor Lupe arriving
his local taco stand, appropriately
home after a day’s
named “The Brother”, making referwork as a mason.

Three of Pastor’s Lupe children resting in
their home (notice the hammock “cradle”).
Their home consists of one room, an outdoor
cooking area and an outdoor bathroom.
ence to his Christian faith, in order to
supplement his income received as a
mason. On weekends, freed from his
masonry and taco duties, Pastor Lupe
visits his church members, disciples new
believers, evangelizes and conducts worship services at his
church. Please pray
for Pastor Lupe—
may Jesus be his allsufficient Good Shepherd.
Pastor Lupe in the pulpit

In the U.S.:
4116 Saint Anthony Rd.
Temperance, MI 48182
(734) 206-2392
In Mexico:
Prolongación Niño Perdido #7
Cuecuecuautitla, Edo. de
México C.P. 56880
To call us from the U.S. dial:
011-52-597-109-2002

Fishers of Men is an independent organization
fully-funded by individual churches and donors.
If you would like more information about how
you can be a part of Fishers of Men through
your financial giving, praying for the ministry,
participating in an Evangelistic Medical Mission
Crusade or on a construction mission to Refuge
Ranch, please contact us. All contributions are
tax-deductible.

Fishers of Men is an organization of
evangelical Christians whose mission is to
glorify God by meeting the basic needs of our neighbor
while seeking the integral transformation of that person.
This mission is carried out through two different facets of ministry: Evangelistic
Medical Mission Crusades and Refuge Ranch.

Evangelistic Medical Mission Crusades (EMMC) are weeklong crusades, complete with doctors, dentists, hair stylists, children’s workers,
cooks, and general volunteers that seek to meet the physical needs present in poverty-stricken regions throughout Mexico in order to more effectively address the
spiritual needs of the people. The Good News of Jesus Christ is shared individually with each person that attends the crusade. Fishers of Men works closely with
local churches and missionaries to ensure the follow-up and discipleship of the new
believers.

Refuge Ranch is an adoptive home, headed by Victor and Julie, for abandoned children. As part of a loving Christian family, the children find the love,
nurture, freedom and structure necessary to become all that God wants them to be.

Email us: fishersofmen2@hotmail.com Website fishersofmenmexico.org

News and Notes
Angie’s 15th Birthday

Lawyer Proceedings

Here in Mexico a girl’s 15th birthday is a REALLY big deal
that symbolizes her passage from being a child to being a
young woman. The celebration normally held rivals a wedding in the United States. However, we held a small, beautiful, meaningful birthday party for Angie with our family
and the most recent work group, which she thoroughly
enjoyed. Angie and I are looking forward to going on a
Mother/Daughter cruise next February, sponsored by Focus on the Family, for a time alone together to bond and
grow spiritually as she heads into the turbulent young adult
years.

Our first lawsuit, regarding Fidel, has been sent to the judge.
Our lawyer wants to carry out one lawsuit first to see how
things go with the judge and other authorities before turning
in the other lawsuits. We are still hoping to leave for the U.S.
on August 1st, but that obviously depends on how quickly
the lawsuits are resolved, passports are obtained and visas are
granted. Please also continue to pray that Martha and
Marthita’s respective little sisters can arrive to form part of
our family soon so that they can be included in all of these
proceedings and accompany us to the U.S. There is a possibility that Marthita’s little sister will join us next week!

Work Team from Indiana Arrives Saturday
We are excited about receiving a work team from Shiloh Christian Church in Logansport, Indiana this coming week. The
primary goal of the 20 member work team is to build a stone retaining wall between the basement and the new driveway created by Dave and his machines last January in order to prevent erosion during the rainy season. We also hope they can build
and install door frames and doors for all of the kids’ rooms, new bathrooms and office, as well as lay the office floor. The
group will also be ministering to a group of new believers and carrying out an evangelical kids’ club at La Joya, a very poor
neighborhood on the outskirts of Mexico City, this Sunday, Father’s Day, and a Vacation Bible School at Refuge Ranch
throughout the week for our children and the neighborhood children from our small town of Cuecuecuautitla. Please pray
for the team’s safety, health and an effective ministry.

